Objectives:
- We will develop new skills and knowledge for the successful launch of the HEAL evaluation;
- We will understand the unique role played by network leaders;
- We will begin building the foundation for a Learning Circle for Network Leadership.

8:30 – 9:00 am: Registration & Breakfast
*Fountain Foyer*

9:00 – 9:10 am: Welcome and Introduction
*Judy Harper*

9:10 – 9:30 am: Overview of HEAL Website
*Arpiné Shakhbandaryan*

9:30 – 10:30 am: HEAL Evaluation Session
*Ama Atiedu | Afsaneh Rahimian | Pam Schwartz*
The objective of this session is to share the different strategies and settings used by the HEAL sites and begin discussions about the strategy level evaluation. Following an overview of the cross-site comparison document and strategy level evaluation design, participants will engage in an exercise to explore their own site strategy level evaluation.

10:30 – 10:45 am: Break

10:45 am – 12:00 pm: Cultivating Network Leadership
*Judy Harper*
In this session, we’ll present an overview and discuss key principles of leadership for multi-organizational, multi-sectoral coalitions. Through this presentation and discussion, we will facilitate a common understanding and knowledge to facilitate our subsequent “deep dives” into leadership for network action and coalition building.

12:00 – 2:00 pm: Working Lunch
*Ventanas Restaurant*
After enjoying lunch, we will discuss future Learning Circle for Network Leadership (LCNL) meeting topics, decide upon an agenda development process and schedule future LCNL meeting sites and dates.